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Start your review of Permaculture Chicken: Pasture Basics I have this as an ebook freebie on Amazon... Which, as fellow kindle owners probably know, typically means (for the nonfiction titles) amateur formatting and ruminated information. But I downloaded it anyway – nothing to lose, right?--sin since
I've been looking for more info on meadow rotation for my flock of 30+ chickens, and a little tiding I can collect on the subject is useful at this point. Surprise, surprise. This is actually a very well researched and organized book, full of charts, diag I have this as an ebook freebie on Amazon... Which, as
fellow kindle owners probably know, typically means (for the nonfiction titles) amateur formatting and ruminated information. But I downloaded it anyway – nothing to lose, right?--sin since I've been looking for more info on meadow rotation for my flock of 30+ chickens, and a little tiding I can collect on the
subject is useful at this point. Surprise, surprise. This is actually a very well researched and organized book, full of charts, diagrams and photos. Info is given about pen layouts, species of suitable vegetation, and creating and maintaining areas of chickie-optimized meadow. The text is informative and
professional in tone, and refreshingly free of unnecessary filler. My thanks to the author for offering this as a free read. I'll definitely be watching her other titles... except for the slaughter guide, I guess, because my girls are all pets. Very loud, messy, neurotic pets. Which actually makes them look more like
family. And you don't eat family. Unless your plane crashes in the Andes, or you're lost and adrift on the open sea, or your wagon train gets snowy for an extended period of time in the Sierra Nevada. Then it is generally acceptable to nod a cousin or two. But I digress. Still. Excellent book, highly
recommended for homesteaders, chook-lovers, and actually anyone interested in providing their flock with a healthy, balanced, natural grazing area. ... more This book is truly unique. I think Anna Hess has done an excellent job of presenting practical information about the past. I found it hard to find
anything very detailed beyond academic papers and USDA or BLM studies.Ms. Hess did a great job mixing her experience with current research. I found her detail on grasses and legumes excellent. She doesn't dwell on AUMs, but the information is there. I wish this book had fewer typos. It would really
benefit a professional editor. I'm also di This book is really unique. I think Anna Hess has done an excellent job of presenting practical information about the I found it hard to find anything very detailed beyond academic papers and USDA or BLM studies.Ms. Hess did a great job mixing her experience with
current research. I found her detail on grasses and legumes excellent. She doesn't dwell on AUMs, but. But. information is there. I wish this book had fewer typos. It would really benefit a professional editor. I am also disappointed with the number of references to topics that will be dealt with in later
volumes. Still, at $0 on Kindle, it's worth your time. I will definitely pay a reasonable price for the other volumes in the series. ... learn more about keeping happy healthy chickens. More info on foraging for chickens. More info on their fertilizer. Pros and cons about the hot summer and cold winter in zone 6.
Some info for savings on cash output. Large amount of information in not so long publicationI really enjoyed first-hand looking at the ups and downs of pasturing chickens.thank you for the insight and I would really recommend reading before raising chickens The first of two or three ebooks I've got in my
head about raising chickens on pasture. This one, as the name suggests, is the basis. Don't land, but if I ever get it, will know how to pasture chickens, thanks to Anna might be easy for people with bigger yards, but not me. It's no secret that free-range chickens look and taste better than their trapped
cousins, but what kind of pasture is best for poultry? Anna's new E-book addresses that question and lists a huge amount of meadow data relevant to chickens. Permaculture Chicken: Pasture Basics starts at the beginning to help you design the best pasturing setup for your herd and specific environment.
Measuring oil viscosity and winning the utility trailer up a hill was part of how we stayed busy this past week. Have you ever wondered what kind of cattle has the best feed conversion ratio? Anna does some math and compared chickens, pigs and cows in a post entitled Mitigating Factors in Meat
Efficiency. Anna Hess and Mark Hamilton learn new homesteading short cuts every day they love to share on their blog WaldenEffect.org. You support their efforts by purchasing one of their unique chicken waterers as you chicken and care about the purity of their drinking water. I have two new chicken
books for your reading pleasure this week. First, the free. Hop, Step, Peck... Run! is a children's picture book I wrote before I learned to publish myself. It stars Lucy and our first set of chickens, back when we kept them in tractors. Instead of selling the picture book separately, I added it as a bonus at the
end of The Working Chicken. If you bought that e-book on Amazon, you'll soon need to get an email from them to let you know you're downloading the updated version for free. If you don't have the Amazon ebook, just email anna@kitenet.net and I'll send you a PDF copy to read on your computer. There
are no obligations but I will add you to my book email list unless you ask not to be included. The second ebook is more serious (and is written for adults). Permaculture Chicken: Basics sums up all my lectures and research to make it easy to keep chickens and grass happy together. I'll come here after
highlights over the course of the week, whether you spend 99 cents to make your own copy on Amazon (which can be read on almost any permaculture chicken device: Pasture Basics starts at the beginning to help you design the best pasturing setup for your herd and for your homestead. Great grazing
for chickens will not be found in the perfect meadow for sheep or cows --- you need to tweak your design to match the unique behavior of a chicken and stomach. Included in this volume are a statement of chicken digestion and behavior, pasture specifications such as size and shape, an overview on
which traditional meadow plants chickens enjoy, tips on maximizing plant growth during rotation, and an explanation on how to establish new pastures and maintain existing pastures. Cut your feed costs with meadow chickens! As usual, I'll also get the ebook free on Amazon on Friday for those who want
to wait for a free copy, and you'll email me Friday for a free PDF copy as well. Thanks for reading (and double thanks if you find the time to leave a review on Amazon)! Want more in-depth information? Browse our books. Or see more posts by date or by topic. About us: Anna Hess and Mark Hamilton
spent more than a decade living self-sufficient in the mountains of Virginia before moving north to start again from scratch in the foothills of Ohio. They have experimented with permaculture, no-till gardening, trailersteading, home-based microcompass and more, writing about their adventures in both blogs
and books. Would you like to be notified when new comments are posted on this page? Click the RSS button after you add a comment to subscribe to the comment feed, or simply select the box next to email replies to me while writing your comment. Burra Maluca Mother Tree Posts: 11648 Location:
Portugal Jennifer Smith Posts: 718 Location: Zone 5 posted 7 years ago Got it. Thank you. Clifford Reinke Posts: 124 Location: Puget Sound posted 7 years ago LOL, I just paid for that yesterday. As usual, my timing is completely wrong. Burra Maluca Mother Tree Posts: 11648 Location: Portugal posted
7 years ago Clifford Reinke wrote: LOL, I just paid for that yesterday. As usual, my timing is completely wrong. I think she's only asking 99 cents for it if she doesn't give it away for nothing, so it probably wouldn't have broken the bank. Anna - if you're reading this, thank you! Would you like to enjoy healthy
eggs and meat from chickens bred on the meadow? Pasture Basics starts at the beginning to help you design the best setup for your herd and for your homestead. Large grazing for chickens will not be found in the perfect meadow for sheep or cows - you need to tweak your ...; Do you want to enjoy
healthy eggs and meat from chickens that are Pasture Basics starts at the beginning to help you design the best pasturing setup for your herd and for your homestead. Large grazing for chickens will not be found in the perfect meadow for sheep or cows - you have to adapt your design to the unique
behavior and stomach of a chicken contest. Included in this volume are a statement of chicken digestion and behavior, pasture specifications such as size and shape, an overview on which traditional meadow plants chickens enjoy, tips on maximizing plant growth during rotation, and an explanation on
how to establish new pastures and maintain existing pastures. Cut your feed costs with meadow chickens! Full customer reviews: Would you like to enjoy healthy eggs and meat from chickens bred on pasture? Pasture Basics starts at the beginning to help you design the best pasturing setup for your herd
and for your homestead. Large grazing for chickens will not be found in the perfect meadow for sheep or cows - you need to tweak your ...; Would you like to enjoy healthy eggs and meat from chickens bred on the meadow? Pasture Basics starts at the beginning to help you design the best pasturing
setup for your herd and for your homestead. Large grazing for chickens will not be found in the perfect meadow for sheep or cows - you have to adapt your design to the unique behavior and stomach of a chicken contest. Included in this volume are a statement of chicken digestion and behavior, pasture
specifications such as size and shape, an overview on which traditional meadow plants chickens enjoy, tips on maximizing plant growth during rotation, and an explanation on how to establish new pastures and maintain existing pastures. Cut your feed costs with meadow chickens! Full customer reviews:
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